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Abstract 
Researchers have studied the relationship between color and emotion, but little is known about 
the overall impact this could have on heart rate variability (HRV). In this study, experimental data 
was collected to analyze the effect and influence of color in our everyday life using a set of 
randomized pictures intended to serve as either positive or negative stimuli in the participant. The 
link between color and personal sentiment is also being analyzed in an attempt to examine how 
color could influence human emotion. The data collected thorough the study suggested that 
although there might be a positive correlation in color and emotion, further research is needed to 
better understand how this influences overall HRV. The question we attempted to answer in this 
study was: can colorful pictures influence heart rate variability or emotions? Initially, the team 
hypothesized that colorful visual stimuli would improve HRV with an overall positive effect in 
emotion. Experimental data supported that positive affect and improved HRV could be obtained 
with the use of color.  
 
 

Introduction 
Through the years, the concept of color has 
been described as a growing topic of interest 
in the area of psychology and it has been 
linked to many human emotional states like, 
aggression, passion, or warmth (6). 
Anatomically, the perception of color 
influences the physiology of individuals by 
making use of the photoreceptors located in 
the eye (5). The perception of color is also 
believed to be one of the most enhancing 
and relevant visual experiences in humans 
(3). The limbic system is a group of brain 
structures that work together to better 
integrate expression and emotional states. 
High emotional arousal is linked to low 
resting HRV (2), and this is significant as there 
could be some unbalanced autonomic 
responses experienced by some individuals.  

There is a hypothesized benefit in being able 
to use color in real life situations, it could 
open an opportunity for individuals to better 
attune their own emotions and interactions 
with others, increasing their overall quality of 
life, physiological and emotional health 
being.  
  

Methods 
Parameters of Heart Rate Variability 
The team collected and analyzed HRV data 
using a HeartMath EmWave2 device (with 
software) and a Kubios HRV analysis 
software. The values analyzed in this study 
with the use of the aforementioned materials 
are: SDNN (standard deviation of normal to 
normal R-R intervals); which reflects 
sympathetic tone. RMSSD (root mean square 
of successive differences of inter-beat 
interval); which reflects parasympathetic 



 

tone. VLF reflects the sympathetic state. LF 
both parasympathetic and sympathetic 
inputs. HF the parasympathetic, and LF/HF 

the modulation of sympathetic vs 
parasympathetic. 

 
Emotional Status  
To measure emotion and record self-
reported affect, the team used The Positive 
and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). This 
emotional scale is recommended by the 
American Psychology Association to measure 
emotion. The use of this scale is a useful tool 
that provides immediate feedback and allows 
an accurate emotional analysis at a specific 
moment either with a high score for positive 
affect or negative affect. Answers from our 
participants were recorded before and after 
they were exposed to the stimuli in the 
following order: baseline, after exposure to 
color, and after the black and white pictures.  
 
The following emotions are listed in the 
questionnaire and the participants scored 
their emotions accordingly in a scale from 1 
to 5. Score “1” labels very slight and “5” being 
extreme: (numbers before each emotion 
convey the number list in the survey).  
 
Positive Affect: 1. Interested, 3. Excited, 5. 
Strong, 9. Enthusiastic, 10. Proud, 12. Alert, 
14. Inspired, 16. Determined, 17. Attentive, 
19. Active. (Mean score: 29.7-33.3). 
 
Negative Affect: 2. Distressed, 4. Upset, 6. 
Guilty, 7. Scared, 8. Hostile, 11. Irritable, 13. 

Ashamed, 15. Nervous, 18. Jittery, 20. Afraid. 
(Mean score: 14.8-17.4).  
After all scores have been ranked by the 
individual, an added score should be 
obtained from 10 -50 in both positive and 
negative affect, such values reflect the actual 
emotional state of the individual. Higher 
scores represent increased levels of negative 
affect or positive affect and vice versa.  
 
Pictures  
For this experiment, randomized pictures 
without emotional content were used, 
mostly all pictures of objects or landscapes, 
with high colorful features and varying color 
palettes to genuinely analyze the link 
between color and emotion. The pictures 
used in our study were categorized as neutral 
because no emotional content was displayed 
in them. 40 images were displayed in the 
time period of 3.5 minutes to the 4 
participants. The time was deliberately 
calculated to produce a latent visual stimuli 
and avoid habituation in the individual. In 
order to isolate the emotional responses and 
prevent any trends in the experiment, the 
pictures were shown in inverted order for 
half the participants, two participants were 
exposed to colorful pictures first and two 
participants first exposed to black and white. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sampling pictures 



 

Results 
Graph 1. Coherence after exposure of colorful stimuli is denoted by an asterisk. 
 

 
Group 1: (Participants 1 and 2) were exposed to black and white pictures first. Group 2: (Participants 3 and 4) were exposed color pictures first.  

 
Graph 1 illustrates the correlation between SDNN (reflection of sympathetic) and RMSSD 
(reflection of parasympathetic) in baseline, color, and black and white pictures.  
 
Experimental data in the table solidifies our 
initial hypothesis that color influenced HRV 
positively. It appears that exposure to 
colorful stimuli increased coherence in half 
the participants. 
 
Participant 1: No significant changes during 
baseline reading and black and white. 
Furthermore, significant balance between 
sympathetic and parasympathetic values was 
achieved after exposure to color, indicating 
that these individuals were able to achieve 
coherence. 
 
Participant 2: A significant change was noted 
from baseline to black and white and color 
exposure, for this participant the images 
reduced both values. Furthermore, no 
balance between sympathetic and 

parasympathetic values. Parasympathetic 
tone predominated throughout the readings.  
 
Participant 3:  A notorious balance between 
sympathetic and parasympathetic tone was 
achieved after exposure to colorful stimuli. 
Parasympathetic activity increased after 
exposure to black and white pictures.  
 
Participant 4: A significant change was noted 
from baseline to black and white and color 
exposure, for this participant the images 
reduced both values with either color or 
black and white images. Furthermore, no 
balance between sympathetic and 
parasympathetic tone was achieved.  
 
Coherence: Half the participants achieved 
coherence after exposure of colorful pictures 
as stimuli within the 3.5-minute period. 



 

Although the other half of participants did 
not achieve coherence, both sympathetic 
and parasympathetic values decreased, 
meaning that the pictures influenced their 

original baseline readings. This implies, color 
has a positive influence on HRV, as initially 
hypothesized, but further experimental data 
is needed to solidify these findings.  

 
Emotion 
Increase in positive affect is marked with an asterisk (*). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plot 1.    Plot 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plot 2.     Plot 1. 

Based on the data we collected, color induced emotions with positive affect. 
 
  Group 1       Group 2 
 Positive affect denoted in red.    Positive affect denoted in blue.  
 
Positive Affect 
The scores denoting positive affect increased 
after exposure to colorful stimuli as shown in 
plots 1 and 2. A similar trend was observed in 
group 2 as positive affect also increased in 
plots 3 and 4. The graphical data supports our 

initial hypothesis that color would positively 
impact emotion overall.  
 
Negative Affect 
Negative scores decreased after exposure to 
color, this represents that negative affect 
values reported an even lower score. This 



 

implies that colorful pictures could positively 
influence negative emotions and contribute 
to a lower score, which overall reduces 
negativity in individuals. The participants 
reported an increased score in negative 
affect after exposure to black and white 
pictures, indicating that this influenced 
negatively their state of mind.  
 

Conclusion and Summary 
There are some physical benefits of having a 
high HRV: lower stress levels and better 
blood pressure, and decreased anxiety (1). As 
explained in the Physiology of Mind and Body 
Interactions class at the University of Arizona, 
low HRV has been correlated with low 
emotional flexibility. Being able to increase 
HRV through the use of colorful images could 
improve the quality of life in human beings.  
Positive emotions could be induced with the 
use of color, in this study we focused on 
analyzing pictures with colorful palettes. In 
real life situations, this could be emulated in 
any type of setting, either at school, work or 
even at the comfort of our homes, color 
could help us attune our emotions better and 
increase our mental stability. After exposure 
to color one participant orally expressed the 
following: “It makes me feel excited about life 
and appreciate how beautiful things can be.” 
Based on the results obtained from this 
experiment, the team concluded that visual 
stimuli can improve your quality of life 
through positive emotion and improve HRV. 
 

Discussion and Limitations 
This study examined the relationship 
between emotion, HRV and color influence. 
Parts of the brain that help in assessing 

personal emotion include the amygdala, 
which is known to be the main center for 
emotion processing. As a result, some data 
could be incongruent for the conclusions 
made in this study as some people may have 
underlying mental conditions that were not 
assessed by a medical professional during 
this experiment. Other mental conditions 
could affect the interpretation of their own 
self-reported affect in the PANAS 
questionnaire.  
 
Some pre-existing psychological conditions 
such as depression, stress, anxiety, or any 
other temporary and situational conditions 
could have influenced the overall experience 
of the individual when exposed to the stimuli 
and interpretation of results. Personal 
preference is also a determining factor in the 
results. Visual learners could be more 
aroused during exposure to pictures and this 
could affect their overall scores. Another 
limitation in this study is the selection of 
participants, as all the subjects in our study 
were females and this could have a 
significance if males were included in our 
study. Sample size was also a limitation as the 
results concluded for this study came from 
data obtained from only 4 participants. 
Another limitation in this study is the 
previous training about HRV and the link this 
has to emotion. Half the participants in this 
study had been exposed to some training in 
the physiology of mind-body interactions 
previous to the experiment and this could 
have influenced the overall HRV results. The 
quality of images and the additional aspects 
related to the perception of color in humans, 
like saturation, brightness, or contrast are 
determining factors in the self-reported 
assessment.  
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